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Personal Mastery

1. Meaningfulness & Human Physiology

2. Meaningfulness (Logotherapy)

3. Reason (Logocentrism as theoretical framework)

4. Verstehen & Erklaren 

5. Humanities in Mental Health & Recovery

6. The Strengths Approach to SUD Counseling

7. Interconnectedness

8. Authenticity



Where are we going with this?

Eudemonism

Group Think
Intellectual Courage
Strengths Approach

Self-actualization

Vs. Postmodernity
Logocentrism
Biopsychosocial Model
Intellectual Virtues
Cognitive Therapies

Isolation
Physical Health

Stress Response
Psychoneuroimmunology

Natural Law

Logotherapy 
Existentialism 
Naturalism
Nihilism
Verstehen
Humanities
Physical Health

Meaningfulness Interconnectedness

AuthenticityReason

Four pillars of self mastery and surrounding, related concepts1



Meaningfulness & Human Physiology



Meaningfulness & Human Physiology

1. Beliefs about stress are likely a health determinant

2. Interconnectedness is the healthy response to stress

3. Interconnectedness builds resilience and creates meaningfulness

4. “Chasing meaning is better for your health than trying to avoid 
discomfort….that’s the best way to make decisions in your life….go 
after what creates meaning in your life and trust yourself to be able 
to handle the stress that follows”



Meaningfulness & Human Physiology

Since at least the time of Aristotle, philosophers and psychologists have 
distinguished two types of happiness:

“The first of these can be broadly labeled hedonism and reflects the view that 
wellbeing consists of pleasure or happiness. The second view, both as ancient and 
as current as the hedonic view, is that well-being consists of more than just 
happiness. It lies instead in the actualization of human potentials. This view has 
been called eudaimonism, conveying the belief that well-being consists of fulfilling 
or realizing one’s daimon or true nature.”2

Thus hedonism is “here for the party” type of happiness 

whereas eudaimonism is the meaningful type of happiness. 

According to Aristotle, true happiness is grounded in virtue, 

value, and meaning. The kind one derives from, say, being 

of service to the sick or suffering for a noble cause. 



Meaningfulness & Human Physiology

In support of this distinction from hedonism, Baumeister et al. studied 400 
Americans and reported that “Happiness was linked to being a taker rather than a 
giver, whereas meaningfulness went with being a giver rather than a taker”.3

Happiness, they conclude, in the absence of meaning “characterizes a relatively 
shallow, self-absorbed or even selfish life”.4 Ryan and Deci further comment that 
those embracing eudaimonism ‘would feel intensely alive and authentic, existing 
as who they really are”.5

“You’ve got to understand that a seagull is an unlimited idea of freedom, an image of the 
Great Gull…You have the freedom to be yourself, your true self, here and now, and nothing 
can stand in your way.” ~Jonathan Livingston Seagull



There is a growing body of knowledge (psychoneuroimmunology) that catalogues the 
inter-relationships between psychological attitudes, the immune system, 
inflammation, and regulation of the nervous system. We are hardwired for 
meaningfulness.

Example: Fredrickson et al. found that an upregulated proinflammatory response and 
a downregulated antiviral response occurred in hedonists. That is, the immunological 
profile of hedonists mirrored those facing chronic adversity. Importantly, we learn 
from these authors that emotional positivity is neither a necessary nor sufficient 
condition for eudaimonic happiness to obtain. Meaning was defined as an orientation 
to something bigger than the self.6,7

According to the CDC, forty percent of Americans either do not think their lives have a clear sense 
of purpose or are neutral about whether their lives have purpose. Research has shown that having 
purpose and meaning in life increases overall well-being and life satisfaction, improves mental 
and physical health, enhances resiliency, enhances self-esteem, and decreases the chances of 
depression. 

8,9



Viktor Frankl

Psychiatrist

Holocaust survivor

Author of Man’s Search for Meaning

Developed the Third Viennese School of 
Psychotherapy based on chasing meaning-
Logotherapy 

Some consider him to be the father of the 
BPS Model with his coining of the term 
“somatopsychospiritual”.



Viktor Frankl
Frankl observed that those in the camps who 
had a reason for living were more likely to 
survive. He brilliantly understood the necessity 
of meaning and value in one’s life for physical 
and mental health. He states:

“As we said before, any attempt to restore a 
man’s inner strength in the camp had first to 
succeed in showing him some future goal. 
Nietzsche’s words, “He who has a why to live 
for can bear almost any how,” could be the 
guiding motto for all psychotherapeutic and 
psychohygienic efforts regarding prisoners.” 10

Frankl’s response to this condition is 
Logotherapy, an existential analysis technique 
derived from the Greek word “logos” which 
Frankl identifies as “meaning”. 



The Logos

Properly understood, the term “Logotherapy” is, however, antithetical to the 
core beliefs of Frankl himself when examined closely. He states: “Logotherapy 
is neither teaching nor preaching. It is as far removed from logical reasoning as 
it is from moral exhortation…. But it becomes a matter of believing rather than 
thinking, of faith rather than intellect.” 11,12  

The term “Logos” has a very rich philosophical tradition. First appearing in 
writing in the works of Heraclitus, it became a dialogue that stretched across 
vast geographical, chronological, and cultural regions. It has two aspects:

1. The Cosmological Logos

2. The Personal Logos

They are thought to be interconnected.



The Cosmological Logos

Logos was a term that originally described a pantheistically conceived Rationality 
that permeated the universe. It was a claim that order, design, and meaning were part 
of the fabric of the universe. The idea was promulgated by Plato, the Stoics, and 
Philo, a contemporary of Jesus who attempted to harmonize Greek Philosophy and 
Hebrew Thought. The term was introduced to Christian writings when John opened 
his Gospel with “In the beginning was the Logic and the Logic was with God, and the 
Logic was God”. John (and the writer of Hebrews) was asserting that the Logos was 
not an impersonal force as was understood by the Alexandrian Platonists and 
Gnostics, but indeed a Person. 13



The Personal Logos

In the 9th verse of the same chapter, John goes further to say the Logos (The 
Logic) is not only the cosmological Logos, but the epistemological Logos as well. 
(Epistemology is the study knowledge.) In stating that the Logos is “the Light that 
enlightens every man”, John is making the claim that there exists a fount of 
knowledge, reason, wisdom, morality, and beauty. The Good, the True, and the 
Beautiful are intimately bound together with a Rationality that has an existence 
outside of ourselves and which gives rise to our intellects (Imago Dei).

“Logos for them was a much broader concept. Consider the following meanings 
ascribed to logos in Liddell and Scott’s Greek-English lexicon: speech, reason, 
deliberation, evidence, inquiry, proportion, calculation, etc. Logos was, for the 
ancient Greeks, an intensely rich notion spanning the entire life of the mind.”14



The Logos Encapsulates the Intellectual Virtues

Intellectual virtues are qualities of mind and character that promote intellectual 
flourishing, critical thinking, and the pursuit of truth. Intellectual virtues are 
character traits necessary for right action and correct thinking. They include: a sense 
of justice, perseverance, integrity, humility, empathy, intellectual courage, 
confidence in reason, and autonomy. 15

Belief is an ethical process. That is, we have a moral burden to have true beliefs.

Broad working definition: Logocentrism holds that truth and reality exist outside our 
heads. (i.e. Correspondence Theory – “our thoughts can and often do correspond to 
a theory independent world”16)



Logocentrism

Is consistent with therapeutic attempts to see reality more clearly

Allows for God’s eye view of cognitive distortions.

Encourages Reason based spirituality (no gurus or sacred scriptures needed)

Embraces science and can account for its success (Realism, Evidentialism)

Rejects moral relativism, pragmaticism, eclecticism 

Consistent with Natural Rights, Natural Law, intrinsic value of humans

Recognizes the role of Reason in human flourishing (unlike A.A.)

Is both Theory and Method (indispensable to science)

Embraces Classical Foundationalism (i.e. Logic)

Root of the creative capacity and sharing of it 

Order out of chaos (logistical)

Accounts for a common human nature



The Postmodern Synthesis- General Hallmarks

Sets up a wall between our minds and the real world
No correspondence
Is self-referentially refuting, fashionable nonsense 
Denies objective meaning, separates truth and meaning
Gives rise to moral relativism, pragmaticism, eclecticism
Makes the idea of malpractice nonsense – no objective standards
No God’s eye views (Elephant story), Anti-Realism
Incommensurability- all stories are equally valid & credible (no obj. truth)
Ideas, including science, are powerplays, social constructs, etc.
Sets up a wall between ourselves and others - less interconnectedness
Welcomes fideism
Exploited by Cultural Marxism to fractionate humanity



Self-referentially refuting statements or beliefs cannot satisfy their 
own criteria for truth. They run into a logical cul-de-sac and falsify 
themselves, they attack what they depend on. This is Postmodernity.

It’s wrong to judge.

Stop intellectualizing

Logic does not apply to this subject (religion).

I cannot write a word in English

Everyone has their own reality.

We should only trust science.

Only empirical statements have meaning.

No statement is immune to revision.

There is no objective truth.



Constructionist & Deconstructionist

Deconstructionists: "The aim is to undermine “logocentrism”, by which 
is meant the concern with truth, rationality, logic and “the word” [i.e. 
Logos], the hallmarks of the Western philosophical tradition.”

Constructionists: Total opposition to the idea of objective truth. They 
endorse the view that “contrary to common sense, there is no unique 
“real world” that pre-exists and is independent of human mental 
activity and human symbolic language.”  In place of a realist view of 
theories and knowledge, constructivists emphasize the instrumental 
and practical function of theory construction and knowing”. 23



Cognitive Behavioral Therapy Aided By Logocentrism 

Irrational Rational

Psychological Well-Being Meaninglessness (Angelman Syndrome) Wellness

Depressed Potentially Responsive to CBT Not Likely Responsive

While CBT remains the treatment of choice for addiction, it is not without foundational 
problems

24
that may be resolved with a logocentric viewpoint:

1) In as much as CBT embraces constructivism as defined above, the technique becomes 
incoherent – logic and empirical testing can’t get us verisimilitude (a truer and truer picture 
of the noumenal world).

2) With CBT lacking standards of healthy rational thinking, Fancher opines that “"The basic 
norm of cognitive therapy is this: except for how the patient thinks, everything is ok".

3) Tendency towards the status quo

4) Fancher also says that the theory of CBT is inconsistent with basic principles and research of 
rationality, and even ignores many rules of logic

5) According to Slife and Williams, CBT is deterministic, lacking in free will and agency. Here, 
(past) information from the environment drives processing (mediation) then the response in a 
computer type model- an innate, determined structure called the cognitive system. Agency 
and free will are unaccounted for. 25



Example: The Biopsychosocial Model & Postmodernity

BPSM embraces postmodernity17 (Is too inclusive, anything goes)

With complete individualization comes the loss of generalizations needed for Dx & Tx

BPSM is superficial - no causal explanations or (paralysis by complexity/multicausality)

People are forced into theoretical paradigms, unclear borders, no guidance

BPSM serves as an enabler, because any theory could be correct

BPSM gives rise to eclecticism- multiple, incommensurable, often 

competing & contradictory theories are embraced. 

Levels of analysis and their interrelation are extremely murky

Not actually spiritual, anti-reductionistic, and holistic

Doesn’t embrace the Humanities & rejects dualism. (Engel)



Verstehen & Erklaren – A Better Method of Reasoning About  Ourselves?

Verstehen- Understanding

1st Person understanding of ourselves

-Subjective, narrative, life story

-Synthetic Meaning, phenomenal

-Psychosocial, Psychodynamic

-Empathetic, human point of view

-Humanities: Art, Music, Philosophy

History, Literature, Cinema

Erklaren- Causal Explanation

3rd Person understanding of ourselves

-Scientific, noumenal

-Empirical, Objective

-Descriptive, Statistical

-Biological Causation, Physical

-Biological Psychiatry 



Ghaemi’s Method Based Psychiatry

1. Derived from the work of Karl Jaspers

2. Eclecticism & dogmatism is rejected, there are right and wrong methods to use

3. Maintains that only one theory is correct, but it is not the same one for all parts of 
psychiatry

4. Choice of method is based on empirical data and on conceptual 
soundness: One must justify, not merely prefer.  

5. The method is reductionist when it is appropriate to be so.



Hallmarks of  Personal Mastery - Meaningfulness

The first step to personal mastery 
is to constantly clarify what is 
meaningful and connect with 
something bigger than yourself.

From that meaningfulness, create a 
more specific vision of  who you 
want to be and what you want to 
do.

Immediate problem solving and 
daily living can often overwhelm 
our sense of  purpose.



Hallmarks of  Personal Mastery - Reason

Embrace your personal logos. Through exercise of  
reason, the frontal cortex may be fortified to 
govern emotion and reward related behaviors –
even in the presence of  drug induced neuroplastic 
changes. (i.e. CBT) We regain top down control 
over emotions and impulses.

Example from Weimar Classicism18:

Schiller: Die schöne Seele (the beautiful soul), a 
human being whose emotions have been educated 
by reason.

Goethe said of  Weimar Classicism: ‘It is the 
combination of  the Age of  Enlightenment and 
Storm and Stress. The genius and the sentiment are 
combined into a harmonic existence in order to be 
complete, to reach the perfect and highest state.”

Limbic system

Prefrontal Cortex



Hallmarks of  Personal Mastery - Reason

Consider Reason as the reigns or guiding force 
on the raw power of  emotion. Unbridled 
emotion can be very destructive. 

Rational distinctions give our emotions 
tremendous beauty and direction.

Reason tells us what love is or is not and 
should be cultivated.

Continually learn how to see reality more 
clearly, more objectively. This means striving 
for intellectual honesty. 

Sincerity and fervency are not more important 
than the intellectual content of  beliefs.



Hallmarks of  Personal Mastery - Interconnectedness

"The opposite of  addiction is human 

connection." — Johann Hari

Authentically connect to others at an 

ever deeper level without losing your 

uniqueness. Have we substituted face 

time for “Facebook”? (Rat Park)

Logos is social connection in 

dialogue. 

Social Modeling- seeing the 

achievement of  others on similar 

track and spending time with them.



Cited Reasons in Self-Change and Natural Remission19,20

1. Cognitive evaluation (logos, references to thoughts and ideas)

2. Social support (interconnectiveness)

3. Meaningfulness (i.e. wanting a family)

4. Development of non-substance use interests 

5. Other: financial, etc.



Strengths Perspective
21

Focus is on wellbeing & resilience

Is rooted in Aristotle’s striving to reach one’s potential

Positive Psychology which promotes:

-Energy
-Effectiveness
-Productivity
-Sense of meaning
-Bolstering self-efficacy

-Insights through relationship
-Creativity, courage, and common sense



Strengths Perspective

Consistent with a research approach that focuses on what people do 
right.

Rapp & Goscha identified six critical elements conducive to recovery
22

:

1. Identity as a competent human being

2. Need for personal control or choice

3. The need for sense of achievement

4. The need for purpose

5. The need for hope

6. Key supportive person



Hallmarks of the Empty Self
23

Infantile

Lacks a reflective interior life, triviality 

Narcissistic

Passive

Excessively sensate

Lacks interconnection
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The following slides are an appendix for anticipated 
questions and clarifications:



Defining Terms

Natural Law #1 – The scientific laws of  physics, 
chemistry, and biology.

Natural Law #2 – The description of  what should be 
or what ought to be binding on all humans [i.e. 
universal] discovered by rational examination of  human 
nature and successful human relationships. It’s the 
moral rules of  conduct, the sense of  justice and 
fairness, which humans possess by the pure activity of  
their reason and which is obligatory independently of, 
and in spite of, what other forms of  law prescribe.



Different Approaches To Faith

50 % Likelihood to be True
100%0%

Probability That God Exists Based on Reason & Evidence

Reasonable FaithFideism

Fideism is holding a belief without or despite reason, it’s a belief in the absence of 
evidence. It’s an  ‘a priori approach which decides the conclusion before considering 
the evidence. (Frankl has this postmodern approach, as dos the Big Book of A.A.)

Evidentialism places primacy on reason and evidence. It’s an ‘a posteriori approach 
which views the evidence and then makes a decision. Under this view, Faith, properly 
understood and defined, is a justified belief, though it may lack certainty. That is, the 
belief has a greater than 50% probability of being true. 



Bayes Theorem

P-inductive argument: P(h/e.k) > 0.5

Where:

A hypothesis is represented as h. 

The given evidence is e 

k is the background information



The Limbic System

A. Cingulate gyrus
B. Fornix
C. Anterior thalamic 

nuclei
D. Hypothalamus
E. Amygdaloid nucleus
F. Hippocampus

The limbic system is the 
area of the brain that 
regulates emotion and 
memory. It directly 
connects the lower and 
higher brain functions.



Frontal Lobe

The frontal lobe is the area of 
the brain responsible for 
higher cognitive functions.

These include:

• Problem solving
• Spontaneity
• Memory
• Language
• Motivation
• Judgment
• Impulse control
• Social and sexual behavior. 



Cognition

The prefrontal cortex 
is involved with 
intellect, complex 
learning, and 
personality.



Emotion

Emotions are an extremely 
complex brain function. The 
emotional core of the brain is 
the limbic system. This is 
where senses and awareness 
are first processed in the 
brain.

Mood and personality are 
mediated through the 
prefrontal cortex. This part of 
the brain is the center of 
higher cognitive and 
emotional functions.

Prefrontal cortex

Limbic system



“It amounts to the same thing whether one 
gets drunk alone or is a leader of nations” 
(Jean Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness 
p797) 



B. F. SKINNER

“We will have to abandon the illusion that human beings are 

free agents, in control of  their own behavior, for whether we 

like it or not we are all controlled”

Skinner’s mentor, J.B. Watson held that consciousness was a 

“hangover from our superstitious, prescientific past, akin to a 

belief  in witchcraft”.



Mind/Body 
Problem

Physicalism Dualism

Substance Dualism

Cartesian

Thomist

Property Dualism

Epiphenomenalism



Freud 

Hegel                (Right) God unfolds through history

(Progressive Self- Realization of  Geist- Mind or Spirit)

Feuerbach (Leftist/Atheistic Hegelians) Religion is a symptom of  

alienation. He was a forerunner of  modern humanism.              Freud

Karl Marx – Evolution/Unfolding is not mind or spirit, but materialism. 

Marx is an atheist viewing economics as the driving force to the unfolding 

of  history. He wrote the Communist Manifesto in 1848.


